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I f de Sitter fibre bundle over space tjrie is the classical 

picture of hadrons then for a quantum mechanical description 

one has to generalise the concept of a principal fibre bundle 

to a bundle that contains the representation of the group of 

motion. This idea is related to the relativistic rotator 

model, and the radius of the de Sitter fibre is determined 

from the experimental hadTon spectrum.
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The idea that matter consists of ever smaller objects 

has so deeply penetrated the minds of physicists that they 

seem almost incapable to liberate themselves of it. The 

molecule is considered as consisting of electrons and n u 

clei, the nucleus is made up of neutrons and protons and the 

proton must therefore be built from still more elementary 

constituents. That this way of understanding by dissecting 

may not even be in conformity with the fundamental ideas 

of quantum mechanics - and is already qui e impractical for 

molecules, which are much better described as e.g., vibra

tors or rotators or combinations of both - was no deterrent 

from working with quark and similar kind of models. The 

reason foi this, probably, was that it is so hard to con

ceive a geometrical picture of an extended yet "elementary" 

object. Wow that the idea of the hadron i a fibre bundle over 

space time has been introduced in the preceding talk by 

W. Drechsler1^, this obstacle may be overcome.

In this talk, I shall de?~ii'ue a model which is a rela- 

tivistic generalization of the rotator model as realized 

e-g., by diatomic molecules. It is based upon work that I 

did some time ago, but for which at that time I did not have 

a geometrical understanding. Now, that I have learned from 

W. Drechsler about de Sitter fibre bundles this old rotator 

model appears in a new light.

To start, we take the de Sitter fiber bundle over ( f 'a :  ) 

space time as the classical - that is to mean non-quantum- 

picture of hadrons. In quantum mechanics the mathematical 

image of a physical system is an algebra of operators in a 

linear space. Thus, believing that this basic axiom of 

quantum mechanics holds for hadron physics, we have to find 

an algebra of operators for the de Sitter fibre over space 

time. I do not know how to do this and I dc not even know 

how to give a concrete formulation of the problem. I shall, 

therefore, state in the first part some vague ideas and try 

to connect them to the basic relation for the relativistic 

rotator model, which, I believe, will be one of the basic 

ingredients of the algebra for the de Sitter fiber. In the 

second part 1 shall then describe results of the relativistic 

rotator model, which will allow us to compute the size of the 

dc Sitter fibre from experimental data.
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Fibre bundles have been discussed in the talk of A. 

Taub*^ and I shall only briefly and vaguely rccall some of 

these notions here in order to xhow whore 1 think one has 

to go beyond the classical concepts of differential gcoactry; 

A bundle is a triplet fK,Vj,»J where arc topological

spaces and » is a projection 

r. . V,

As Vj wc will always consider the space tine nnnifold.

If 0 C Vj is an elencnt of an open covering then (* '(0) ,0,0 

is called a sub-bundlo.

If the inverse images »”*(*) o£ x S V ^  are ail (topologically) 

isonorphic then is called a fibre bundle and the

fibre F is the topological space which is isonorphic to 

the inverse inages »"*(x).

B.g., the de Sitter bundle of Drcchsler T R(V<) is a fibre

bundle with fibre Vl * C4»1) dc Sitter space.
4

The physical observables ore usually connected not with 

the underlying space tine but with the group of notion in 

the space tine. In particular they are generators or repre

sentatives of these generators by linear operators in the 

space of physical states. The group of notion in the de 

Sitter space Vj is S0(4,1), i.e. (Vj,S0(4,l) ,t),where §

K 6  S0(4,l),acts on from the left, is a transformation 

group.

A mathematical structure |e ,V4 ,F,G,» ,t| is a fibre 

burdle with structure goup G and fiber F if |l:,V^,<J is a 

fibre bundle with fiber F »jid jF,0,tj is a transformation 

group.

Hie de Sitter bundle is a fibre bundle with

structure group G « S0(4,l).

A principal fibre bundle, |c ,V^,g | is a fibre bundle 

with structure group for which the typical fiber F ■ group

A representation of a group G is a continuous hono- 

norphisa G 9  g - U(g) e  l/ig) C  A(*) isito the algebra of 

(unitary) operators of a linear space t.

If Uo(G) c  /•(♦) denotos a particular representation 

(of type a) then one Bay attempt to construct a "repre

sentation fiber bundle" (E,V4 .Uo(G)) by replacing G in the

principle fibre bundle by U (G) (with a suitably chosen
a

topology).

In quantum physics the phv'lcal jbservables are the 

elements of the Lie algebra and enveloping algebra of U(G), 

(which are the representatives of the Lie algebra of G).

A sub-bundle C»”1(0), 0CV4 , Ua(S0(4,1))) of a - yet to 

be properly defined - "representation fibre bundle" is sug

gested as the mathen -ical inage of a one hadron system.

If the classical geometrical picture of a one-hadron system



is the de Sitter fibre V^, this suggestion constitutes the 

obvious transition fron classical to quantun physics.

The requirement that the H (G) are .ill equi valcn t, i.e. 

that ci Joes not depend upon the 0 (or xj is too restrictive 

lor the consideration of multi-hadron systens. If one re

laxes this requirement one will obtain a structure [li ,V^ 

which is a bundle but not a fibre bundle. Such a - 

yet to be properly defined - representation bundle (with 

kowski space and C • S0(4,1)) may be needed for the descrip

tion of hadrons.

The following considerations, taken together with 

Orechs ler's presentat i on, Bay fcive support to this idea.

And perhaps it nay stimulate the nathea.il icians to nake the 

above vague co.ir' derations precise by creating the natho- 

laat ics for it.

1 shall now report, without giving the detailed cal

culation here, on a model which nay he naturally viewed in 

the frame of an S0(4,l) - representation sub-bundle. How

ever, 1 should like to stress, that though this frase leads 

to a nice geometric interpretation of the one-hadron syston 

its use is not necessary and the original calculations have 

in fact been done without the knowledge of this geonetric 

into rpre tati on.

t>

fe'e start with Hrechsler's"'* figure for the ue Sitter 

fibre bundle and take for the Minkowski space. Then flu- 

group of notion in Vj is the Poincare group r.(J,l) with the 

generators h * ,v  * 0,1,;,3 for the hunogonemi:. I.orent; 

transformations, i.e. for the pseudorotat um-* .uound any 

reference point e.g., the point x and the generator-- p. ff,r

the space tine translations. The transfornution group in the

de Si'ter fiber ir. S0f4.1) with the generator? ; jt 

a,b » 0,1,’,5,5.

In the representation

i:<3.M • »(!-(.', 1)} 

sot 3, i i - ;;(S0(J,U)

the gcner.it er> are represented bv Jlemitian operator'
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which obey the well known commutation relation listed below.

The quantum mcchanical observables that arc represented

by P and L are well known: if the distance in V, (para- u u. 4 1
meters of the translation goup) is measured in cm. (units 

with c * ! h * I, IMeV I -j— -1011 cm.1), then Py is the 

energy momentum measured in ca \  i.f the parameters of the

l.orenti group are measured in rad., then L.^ is the angular 

momentum measured in units of 1. The 5-ĝ  jepresent the 

generators of rotation in the S-u surface, i.e. the opera

tors B,, * j- Lj represent the generators of translation

along the de Sitter fibre, as shown in figure 1. This new 

observable B, has the sane dimension as !• , i.e. cn 1 if
J  J

P. is neasur*;j in cm.

Between the , B , and I exists a remarkable rela-
v  y  U V

tion31 , whose geometrical interpretation I as not aware of:

(1) s . . Ii (|> (ĵ j. . i. r j  , ». I
.. •» y £ *• 2 »* K

More precise ly, if I’ L fulfill the cor.nut.it ion relations
U V

of the Poincare group:

( 2 )  * * E v p * u "  ^ i i o 1 *

[1. .1 ] » -<(g 1. ♦ c I. - c l .  - K L *■ |1V P0J ^pp VO UP h|i(l vp vp uo

(R.. - -1, 1,2,3, R00.l)

then Bu and Luu fulfill the commutation relations of the 

(4»1) de Sitter group, i.e.

fB ,B ]- tA2!.*• u v-1 uv

(3) [I. ,B 1 » <-(g B - r B 1.1 u v  p J  V b v p  u  6 u p  v

The relation (1) introduces the elementary length R as the 

radius if the de Sitter space Vj of whicli the U(S0(4,1)) 

generated by By and Lyv arc the representatives of the group 

of motion (i.e. U(SO(4,13) is the quantum mcchanical group 

of motions).

This relation (1) establishes a connection between 

representations of the Poincare group and a representation 

of the dc Sitter g r o u p . T h e  irreducible representations 

of the Poincare group that describe a hadron are characterized by 

mass o and spin s. The representations of the de Sitter

4)
group are also characterised by two numbers; a positive real 

nunbo r

?
a" • eigenvalue of the second order Casimir operator

** ‘ ?= BV r  L*JV‘'
and an integer or half integer

these numbers n, , ' ~ , ~ arc not unrelated but as a consequence

C W J  ’ 0 8
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of (1) one can derive
s - a

(4) m” = A2(a‘- 9/4) + A2 s(s+l)

If the hadi m  is, as perhtps suggested by Drechsler's

talk, a do Sitter fibre of type a , i.e. described by U (,S0(4 1) J ,
a

then (4) gives the mass formula for hadrons that belong to 

the sane de Sitter fibre of the same representation type a .

The de Sitter filre of type o can be in a discrete set of 

states of rotational excitation with s * 0,1,2,3 ... (or s = 1/2, 

3/2,5/2 ...) , and the mass in these states is given by (4).

(4) relates the mass-spectruin to the spin spectrum in the 

same v»av as the energy spectrum is related to the angular 

momentum spectrum for the non-relativistic rotator (diatomic 

moleculej.

The derivation of the spin spectrum, i.e. the possible 

values of s for one particular representation type a, re

quires, of course, additional assumptions'”̂, which I do not 

want to discuss here. Also, I only want to mention that this 

model is the simplest possible model of a relativistic ro

tator and that the particle spectrum is more reminiscent 

o f  the sriTunetric top spectrum than of the simple rotator 

spectrum; such generalizations6  ̂ can be obtained if one does

nor. take a constant radius for the de Sitter fiber but as

sumes that R is a quantum mechanical observable with :i d is 

crete spectrum.

Finally, 1 wish to determine the value of X or R ' j  

from the experimental data. In order to dn that I have plot■ 

ted in fig. 2 and 3 m 2 versus s(s+l) for a :ollection of hadions. 

h'e observe that hadrons of the same type, i.e. tlif sane 

internal quantum numbers, characterized by the same value a , 

lie on the same straight line and all lines have the same

slope. This is exactly as required by (4), and the value of

2 2 
x is obtained from the slope to be X = 0.285 GcV or

R ■ 0.37-10'13 cm. An elementary length of this magnitude 

is quite reasonable for the size of an elenientarv particle.

Summarizing, the idea that hadrons are de Sitter fiber 

bundles, introduces in a natural way an elementary length, 

the radius of these fibres. Prom the experimental hadron spec

trum one can calculate this elementary length to be around

0.37 fermi.



Fig. 2 : Mass squared of the* ncson resonances plotted versus
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